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Capacitively coupled discharges of strongly reactive atmospheres containing mixtures of boron
trichloride sBCl3d and chlorinesCl2d are investigated employing spatially resolved Langmuir probe
measurements, and three probes that are spatially integrating methods: optical emission
spectroscopysOESd, self-excited electron resonance spectroscopysSEERSd, and impedance
characteristics of the discharge. The analysis covers the pure gases including some mixtures,
discharge pressure, and rf power over nearly two orders of magnitude, and their impact on important
plasma parameters of “first order,” such as plasma density, plasma potential, electron temperature,
temperature of the plasma bulk, electron collision rate with neutrals, and actual rf power coupled
into the discharge. From these, other propertiesselectrical conductivity, capacitance, plasma bulk
resistance, sheath resistance, and its electrically defined thicknessd can be derived. Since the
methods are partially complementary, a mutual control of the obtained data is made possible, and we
finally obtain a self-consistent model for capacitive coupling connecting data obtained with
electrical and optical probes. Compared to electropositive discharges of inert atomic gasessArd and
molecular gasessH2d, which are used as calibration standard for BCl3 and Cl2, the electron plasma
densityne is definitely lower, whereas the electron temperatureTe is significantly higher, which
would be expected by electron attachment to the electronegative molecules—at least at higher
discharge pressures. Furthermore, we compared values forTe and ne obtained with OES and
SEERS, respectively, and with the Langmuir-probe system. The agreement in electron plasma
density and electron temperature for Ar is surprisingly good, despite the fact that the electron energy
distribution would be described with two temperatures. For argon plasma, the variation of the
calculated dc conductivity for nearly pure capacitive coupling either from impedance measurements
or SEERS is within 30%. This is a result of uncertainties in current path rather than principal faults
of the various methods. For the reactive, molecular gases, however, the results vary significantly.
These data serve to determine several derived properties. Among these, are the sheath thickness,
which is compared with optical and electrical data, and the conductivity of the plasma bulk. As they
are derived from simultaneous, but independent measurements, they confirm the relative simple
model of an electropositive dischargesargon and argon/kryptond, and stress the difficulty to describe
plasmas consisting of electronegative constituentssCl2, BCl3, and their mixturesd which is due
mainly to a pressure-dependent transition from stochastic to ohmic heating and from electropositive
to electronegative behavior.© 2005 American Vacuum Society.fDOI: 10.1116/1.1894725g

I. INTRODUCTION

Highly reactive, chlorine-containing plasmas are widely
used not only to etch semiconductors but also to pattern met-
als such as aluminum. To understand the complete interac-
tion between the plasma and the solid, a detailed knowledge
of the plasma properties is required. Among them, physical
parameters such as plasma density and electron temperature
are widely used to define the type of plasma and/or its exci-
tation. Of the various excitation methods, two of them are
most widely used: capacitively coupled plasmassCCPd and
inductively coupled plasmassICPd, mostly driven at the FCC
frequency of 13.56 MHz. Other excitation methods with sur-
face wavesselectron cyclotron resonance or excitation with

heliconsd had a short time of blossom in the 1990s. In low-
density CCP discharges, the plasma bulk is separated from
the rf-driven electrode with the wafers to be processed by a
high-voltage collisional sheath that extends often to more
than 1 cm in thickness, whereas in high-density ICP dis-
charges the excitation happens upstream, in the plasma
source or plasma dome, and extends downstream to an elec-
trode, which can be additionally capacitively driven.

Although it seemed in the last decade that CCP discharges
were in retreat, many recent applicationssetching and depo-
sitiond require their usage.1–5 This development has been fur-
ther forced by the application of dual-frequency CCP dis-
charges at multiples of 13.56 MHz, combined with
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